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Abstract— The rise of graphene as an innovative elec-
tronic material promoted the study and development of new
2-D materials. Among them, reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
appears like an easy and cost-effective solution for the
fabrication of thin-film transistors (TFTs). To understand
the limits and possible application fields of rGO-based
TFTs, a proper estimation of the device parameters is of
extreme importance. In this work, liquid-gated ambipolar
rGO-TFTs are characterized and a description of their work-
ing principle is given. Particular attention is paid toward
the importance of the transistors’ OFF-state conductivity
that was modeled as a resistance connected in parallel
with the TFT. Thanks to this model, the main transistor
parameters were extrapolated from rGO-TFTs with different
levels of electrochemical reduction. The extracted para-
meters allowed understanding that rGO-TFTs have similar
holes and electrons mobilities, and the more pronounced
p-type behavior of the devices is due to a positive shift in
the p-type and n-type threshold voltages.

Index Terms— Ambipolar transistors, liquid-gated
transistors, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), thin-film
transistors (TFTs).

I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE the pioneering work of Novoselov and Geim,
graphene-based electronics became thought-provoking for

the entire scientific community [1]. Graphene is a material
with remarkable electrical, chemical, mechanical, and optical
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properties. Among the different fields in which graphene can
potentially play a key role, electronics can be stated as one of
the major. The reason behind this interest is straightforward:
theoretical electron mobility as large as 2·105 cm2 V−1 s−1

[2]. Although a huge effort has been spent to achieve large-
scale production of graphene to satisfy the compelling need
of large-area electronics, this technical issue has only been
partially solved by chemical vapor deposition and mechanical
exfoliation. Within this context, graphene oxide (GO) can play
a relevant role because of its water processability and the
possibility of tuning its electronic properties via a reduction
process, leading to the so-called reduced GO (rGO) [3] that
has been successfully implemented for the fabrication of full
graphene flexible thin-film transistors (TFTs) [4], as well
as liquid-gated rGO-based TFTs [5]. In particular, the lat-
ter sets an important technological achievement because the
liquid-gated TFT architecture is a fundamental structure in the
development of cost-effective bio-chemical transducers (e.g.,
chemical sensors [6] and neural interfaces [7]) since it allows
direct coupling between biological tissues and transistors’
active material [8]–[10]. On the other hand, this achieve-
ment highlights the importance of proper characterization
and modeling of rGO-TFTs to understand fully the working
mechanisms of this class of devices.

A common characteristic of rGO-TFTs is a prominent
ambipolar behavior that, on the one hand, it proves that
field-effect modulation of both electrons and hole is possi-
ble, driving researchers’ efforts toward the dream of achiev-
ing graphene-based complementary electronics exceeding
silicon limitations. On the other hand, such ambipolar-
ity comes together with an always-ON behavior, a con-
sequence of the extremely narrow energy bandgap of the
rGO active material [11]. This leads to large OFF-currents
that severely limit rGO-TFTs’ possible applications. So far,
the main examples are limited to sensors, which profit
from the chemical properties of GO, whose chemical back-
bone offers several routes of (bio-)chemical functionaliza-
tion. This approach leads to electronic transducers capable
of exploiting devices’ high capacitance [12], [13], without
really taking advantage of the transistor properties in the
implementation of electronic devices and circuits. In fact, the
absence of a proper OFF-state prevents the making of low-
power consumption digital circuits (in the literature, ION/IOFF
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Fig. 1. (a) Sample architecture. (b) Ambipolar TFT convention used in
this work.

ratios of just few units are reported [14]); moreover, the
low transconductance gm and the large OFF-current ham-
per the design of amplifier circuits (values of gm as large
as 0.8 mS have been reported, but they are combined
with OFF-currents around 1 mA at 0.1-V drain-to-source
bias [15]).

For these reasons, the implementation of graphene deriva-
tives into circuitry is still an open challenge. To understand
whether rGO-TFTs can be suitable for a specific application
(either digital or analog), it is imperative to grasp the physico-
mathematical laws describing the working principle of such
a device (namely, current versus voltage characteristics) and
to implement a correct extrapolation of the main transistor
parameters. Transistors’ mobility and threshold voltage are the
fundamental information necessary to design any transistor-
based electronic circuit, and therefore, their proper estimation
is paramount.

In this work, we first provide a generalized description of
ambipolar TFTs current versus voltage characteristics valid for
disordered materials. Then, we extend this model to rGO-TFTs
by including the presence of OFF-state conductivity in parallel
to the transistor to consider the large OFF-state current typical
of these devices. Finally, this model is implemented to estimate
transistor parameters of liquid-gated rGO-TFTs fabricated with
different electrochemical reduction levels of the GO layer.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DEVICES

A. Devices Fabrication

We fabricated liquid-gated rGO-TFTs onto commercially
available silicon substrates with interdigitated gold electrodes
[Fig. 1(a)]. The silicon substrates have been purchased from
Fondazione Bruno Kessler (Trento, Italy) with the follow-
ing specifications: 1) n-doped (Sb) silicon with a resistivity
of 0.01–0.03 �·cm; 2) thermal oxide with a thickness of
200 nm; and 3) Au interdigitated electrodes with a thickness

of 100–150 nm and a Cr adhesion layer of 3–5 nm (the
TFTs’ width W -to-length L ratio is W /L = 560). Con-
cerning GO deposition (4 mg·mL−1, monolayer content >
95%, graphene), the substrates were subsequently rinsed with
acetone, isopropanol, and bi-distilled water to remove the
protective layer. Afterward, the substrates were immersed in
a poly(diallylammonium chloride) solution (PDDA, Sigma
Aldrich), 1% w/w, and 0.5 M NaCl, for 15 min. The sub-
strates were carefully rinsed with bi-distilled water and then
immersed into a GO solution (1 mg/mL) for 3 h. The final
samples were rinsed with bi-distilled water and dried by a
nitrogen stream. To perform the electrochemical reduction of
GO, the bi-distilled water drop was placed on top of the
samples and grounded by means of an external gold plate. The
two interdigitated electrodes were short-circuited, and their
potential was swept from 0 to −3 V until the expected grade
of the GO reduction was achieved.

The fabricated rGO-TFTs have been characterized as
water-gated transistors. Measurements were performed using
bi-distilled water as gate medium and a platinum wire as gate
electrode.

B. Ambipolar Transistors’ Convention

Commonly used transistors are classified either as n-type
transistors (charge carriers are electrons) or as p-type tran-
sistors (charge carriers are holes). In both the cases, the
source and drain electrodes are easily identified without any
ambiguity since only one type of charge carriers is involved
in the charge transport; therefore, the source electrode is the
electrode injecting the charges (either electrons or holes), and
the drain electrode is the electrode where the charges are
collected. In terms of applied potentials, in n-type transistors
the source electrode is the one at lower potential, whereas
in p-type transistors the source electrode is the one at higher
potential (independently of the potential applied to the gate
electrode).

Ambipolar transistors, however, can transport both electrons
and holes, even simultaneously. Therefore, assigning a source
or drain label to an electrode may be confusing. In fact, once
applied a nonzero potential between these two electrodes, one
electrode is the electron source and the hole drain; the opposite
electrode is the electron drain and the hole source.

For sake of clarity, in this article, we moved away from
what we may call the source and drain convention and we
decided simply to label the two electrodes as negative (N) and
positive (P). Contextually, we have chosen to apply only
positive VP potentials to the P electrode (VP ≥ 0 V), while only
negative VN potentials to the N electrode (VN ≤ 0 V). As a
consequence, the IPN current flowing from P to N is always
positive; moreover, the N electrode is unambiguously the one
that injects electrons (n-type source), while the P electrode is
the one that injects holes (p-type source). Fig. 1(b) reports the
conventions used in this work, whereas Table I summarizes
the adopted terminology and abbreviations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our samples are fabricated over a silicon substrate, which is
often used for the fabrication of bottom-gate bottom-contacts
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TABLE I
AMBIPOLAR TRANSISTOR CONVENTIONS

Fig. 2. (a) Bottom-gate output and (b) transfer characterization.

TFTs; therefore, we took advantage of the n++-Si/SiO2 sub-
strate to test first our samples in a standard bottom-gate config-
uration (without the top-gate water drop). Fig. 2(a) reports the
typical output characteristics recorded for different values of
VBG, and it shows that in this configuration, the samples mainly
behave like a pristine resistance with a weak dependence on
the applied VBG potential. To emphasize the small bottom-
gate field-effect behavior, we performed bottom-gate transfer
characteristics for very low VPN voltages (VN = 0 V and VP =
10 mV) while scanning VBG from –50 up to +50 V. As shown
in Fig. 2(b), the IPN current monotonously decreases while
scanning VBG from negative to positive potentials, evidence
of a p-type field-effect response. Moreover, the small current
variation over 100 V VBG scan confirms the always ON

characteristic of these devices.
After bottom-gate characterizations, devices have been char-

acterized as water-gated transistors. Using bi-distilled water
as gate dielectric allows us a more efficient polarization of
the rGO-based thin film due to a higher gate capacitance (i.e.,
SiO2 versus H2O: 17 nF/cm2 versus 5 μF/cm2 [5]). Moreover,
according to the p-type behavior shown in Fig. 2, we decided
to apply VN < 0 V while keeping VP = 0 V as reference
(VP > VN), like it is normally done for p-type transistors.
Fig. 3 reports the transfer curves of four different rGO-TFTs
that differ from each other for the levels of reduction of the GO
material (from sample A, highest reduction level, to sample D,

Fig. 3. Water-gate transfer characterization of four different samples
(VBG = 0 V during water-gated measurements).

lowest reduction level). Conversely to what is observed in
Fig. 2(b), when the devices are polarized via bi-distilled water,
the IPN current features a well-defined parabolic shape that is
characteristic of ambipolar transistors, allowing characterizing
both the p-type and the n-type conductions. The pronounced
hysteresis, particularly visible in sample D, is compatible with
previous reports and it is typical of graphene- and rGO-based
transistors [16].

Comparing the bottom- and water-gate characterizations,
we can observe that despite the large difference between
the bottom-gate capacitance (17 nF/cm2) and the water-gate
capacitance (5 μF/cm2), the current magnitude recorded for
VPN = 500 mV stays in the order of few microamperes, sug-
gesting that the characteristics of the devices are dominated by
the rGO OFF-state conductivity during both bottom-gate and
water-gate operation modes. However, the larger water-gate
capacitance provides an effective field-effect modulation of
the transistor current at very low voltages, whereas it is almost
absent for bottom-gate voltages as large as 60 V.

Note that from the plots in Fig. 3, the p- and n-type
currents roughly appear to have an equal contribution (quasi-
symmetrical IPN versus VG curves); however, this symme-
try originates from the choice of the applied voltages that
emphasize the n-type part of the transistor: the largest applied
n-type gate-to-source voltage (VGN = VG – VN = 1 V) is
two times larger than the largest p-type gate-to-source voltage
(VGP = VG – VP = –500 mV), promoting n-type conduction
over the p-type conduction. Hence, rGO appears to be primar-
ily a p-type semiconductor, but, to confirm this hypothesis,
it is mandatory to apply a correct model for the estimation of
the transistors mobilities and threshold voltages.

This investigation demands a clear understanding of the
operation of this peculiar class of transistors. Although there
are already several articles explaining the operative regions of
ambipolar TFTs [17], we believe it is useful for the reader to
report here a clear picture that summarizes how an ambipolar
TFT goes from one region to the other while sweeping the
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Fig. 4. Ambipolar TFT operating regions. Note that VTn > VTp.

gate voltage VG (for fixed values of VN and VP), likewise
during a transfer characterization. First, it is important to
observe that ambipolar TFTs are characterized by two distinct
threshold voltages, namely, VTn and VTp for n-type and p-type
channels, respectively. Moreover, since electrons accumulate
for positive overdrive voltages (VGN–VTn > 0 V) whereas
holes accumulate for negative overdrive voltages (VGP–VTp <
0 V), the condition VTn > VTp must always be satisfied. Then,
as sketched in Fig. 4, depending on the VPN magnitude, two
possible scenarios are plausible. When VPN is lower than the
threshold voltage difference VTn–VTp, the transistor can operate
as a standard unipolar p-type transistor (VG < VTp + VP), as a
standard unipolar n-type transistor (VG > VTn + VN), or it is
in an OFF-state (IPNFET = 0; VTp + VP < VG < VTn + VN).
Conversely, when VPN is larger than VTn–VTp the transistor
can operate as a standard unipolar p-type transistor for VG <
VTn + VN, as standard unipolar n-type transistor for VG >
VTp + VP, or it operates in a bipolar regime (VTn + VN < VG

< VTp + VP) in which electrons and holes are simultaneously
injected from the N and P electrodes, respectively. In this last
operating regime, carriers recombine inside the channel and
the transistor is working as the series of a p-type transistor
and an n-type transistor in the saturation regime [18].

Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 4, the gate-voltage dependent
current in ambipolar TFTs is described by one of the five

expressions reported in (1), as shown at the bottom of the page,
as a function of the applied potentials. Where Ci is the water-
gate capacitance, αp/n is the mobility enhancement factor, and
μ0p/n is the carrier mobility when the overdrive voltage is
equal to V0p/n (typically assumed as an empirical parameter).
Therefore, the field-effect mobilities μFET p and μFETn can then
be written as [19], [20]

μFET p = μ0p

(
VG − VTp − VP

V0p

)αp

(2)

μFETn = μ0n

(
VG − VTn − VN

V0n

)αn

. (3)

Note that (1)–(3) are typically used to model the current
in disordered organic TFTs [21]. However, because rGO is
rich in defect-induced localized mid-gap states that give rise
to hopping transport mechanisms [22], their validity can also
be extended for rGO-TFTs.

In addition to the field-effect behavior described in (1), the
always-ON behavior observed in Fig. 2 confirms the presence
of an OFF-state current contribution, mostly independent of the
gate voltage VG. Then, the recorded IPN current can be written
as a sum of IPNFET [see (1)] plus a constant OFF-current that
we model by introducing a constant resistance RPN in parallel
with the transistor, thus describing the OFF-state conductivity

IPNFET = W

L
Ci ·

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

μ0p

2 + αp

[(
VG − VTp − VP

V0p

)2+αp

−
(

VG − VTp − VN

V0p

)2+αp
]

Linear (type P)

μ0p

2 + αp

(
VG − VTp − VP

V0p

)2+αp

Saturation (type P)[
μ0p

2 + αp

(
VG − VTp − VP

V0p

)2+αp

+ μ0n

2 + αn

(
VG − VTn − VN

V0n

)2+αn
]

Bipolar

μ0n

2 + αn

(
VG − VTn − VN

V0n

)2+αn

Saturation (type N)

μ0n

2 + αn

[(
VG − VTn − VN

V0n

)2+αn

−
(

VG − VTn − VP

V0n

)2+αn
]

Linear (type N)

(1)
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Fig. 5. Water-gate leakage current recorded during the transfer charac-
teristics reported in Fig. 3.

of the device

IPN = IPNFET + VP − V N

RPN
. (4)

In the proposed model, we neglect the possible presence of
charge-transfer phenomena occurring at the interface between
water and rGO film. In fact, the voltages applied during char-
acterization of our devices have been chosen sufficiently low
to avoid the triggering of water splitting and redox processes.
To confirm that, we monitored the leakage current IG during
the recording of devices’ transfer characteristics. As shown
in Fig. 5, the leakage current is much lower than the IPN

current, and hence, it can be considered negligible; moreover,
the leakage current during the forward and reverse VG scan
exhibits mainly a capacitive behavior without any evidence of
oxidation or reduction peaks (for a comprehensive reference,
the reader may refer to [23]). Therefore, any parasitic charge
transfer phenomena, if present, is negligible and we can safely
apply the presented model to our devices.

Fig. 6 shows the excellent agreement between the data and
the model that is capable of fully describing the operation
of the devices in all their operative regions and it allows
for a good estimation of the rGO-TFTs parameters and of
the OFF-state conductivity. The transistor parameters, summa-
rized in Table II, were extrapolated by applying the method
reported in [24] to both the p- and n-type branches while
using RPN as a fitting parameter. To compare the p- and
n-type behaviors of the TFTs, the field-effect mobilities μFET p

and μFETn were evaluated for the same overdrive voltage
|VGP–VTp| = |VGN–VTn| = 0.5 V.

Notably, the carrier mobility increases with the reduction
level of GO confirming that the electrochemical reduction is
partially restoring the aromatic structure of graphene increas-
ing the number of conductive states for electrons and holes.
Conversely, the mobility enhancement factors αp and αn do not
display any particular trend. The parameter αp/n is typically
representative of the material disorder. In principle, lower αp/n

should be expected for higher mobilities. However, the value of

Fig. 6. Fitting of the data in Fig. 3 using the equations described in this
article (black circles are the experimental data, whereas the green solid
lines are the fitting curves).

TABLE II
FITTING PARAMETERS

αp/n can be related to different factors worthy of investigation.
These include: 1) the die-to-die variation in the quality of
the GO layer before the reduction process; 2) the presence of
hysteresis during transfer characterizations that can introduce
a small degree of uncertainty on the extrapolated parameters;
and 3) the ratio between the number of new conductive states
and defects during reduction (on one hand, electrochemical
reduction increases the number of conductive states; on the
other hand, it also increases the material disorder). Remark-
ably, the estimated values of αp and αn are between 0 and 1,
indicating a relatively low degree of disorder comparable to
other organic and inorganic thin-film materials [25], [26].

As reported in Table II, there is not a relevant difference
between the two mobilities that can be roughly considered
the same for electrons and holes. Therefore, rGO-TFTs are
capable of equally transporting holes and electrons. The pre-
dominance in the transfer characteristics of the p-type branch
over the n-type branch is not given by a larger hole mobility,
but it derives from the imbalance between the two threshold
voltages. In fact, if we define a mean threshold voltage as
VTm = (VTp + VTn)/2, we find a value around +250 mV,
where positive sign indicates that lower gate voltages are
needed to form the p-channel than the n-channel, explain-
ing the predominance of the observe p-type behavior. It is
important to remark that the reported value of VTm is not an
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Fig. 7. Transconductances gm for different samples (blue triangles). The
gm values were calculated using the data reported in Table II and were
computed for the same overdrive voltage |VGP − VTp| = |VGN − VTn| =
0.5 V. The green circles in the figure represent the corresponding gm ·RPN
product.

intrinsic property of the rGO layer, but it is in large extent
determined by several contributions, alike a conventional MOS
structure [27]: the alignment between the Fermi energy of
rGO; the work function of the gate electrode; the state at the
rGO/electrolyte interface; the bulk oxide trapped charge at the
bottom gate; and the interface states at the bottom gate.

IV. FEASIBILITY OF RGO-BASED

TRANSISTORS AND CIRCUITS

From the application point of view, a final consideration
is worth to be done. A key parameter used during the design
of transistor-based analog applications is the transconductance
gm. The higher its value, the higher the potentiality of the
transistor to amplify an input signal; however, this reasoning is
true only when the in-parallel parasitic conductance ((1/RPN))
is negligible compared with the magnitude of gm (i.e., gm �
(1/RPN)). It is easy to show that if gm · RPN < 1, the design
of even the most basic voltage amplifier (e.g., a cascode
voltage amplifier) becomes impossible. As plotted in Fig. 6,
gm increases by increasing the reduction level of GO, but at
the same time RPN decreases. This highlights the impact of
the reduction process on the rGO-TFTs performance: on one
hand, it increases TFTs’ performance giving rise to higher gm;
on the other hand, it reduces the energy gap of GO leading to
a semimetallic behavior that lowers the value of RPN.

The development of a suitable and optimized reduction
technique for GO is out of the scope of this article. However,
the data in Fig. 7 show that even though in most cases the
product gm·RPN is smaller than one, in some cases it is possible
to also obtain gm · RPN > 1. This is why it is fundamental to

improve the reduction technique of GO to fully benefit from
the electronic properties of graphene derivatives and fabricate
TFTs with high transconductances while keeping the OFF-state
conductivity limited.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we analyzed the electrical characteristics of
ambipolar rGO-TFTs, modeling their behavior and including
an in-parallel resistance to describe the OFF-state conductivity
of the devices. The extracted parameters give us an insight into
the conduction mechanism of rGO-based transistors, allowing
us to investigate the unbalance between p- and n-type con-
ductions. The p-type predominance of the tested rGO-TFTs is
not due to a larger p-type field-effect mobility but it originates
from a positive shift on the threshold voltages.

We stressed the fundamental importance of the OFF-state
conductivity of rGO-based TFTs that must be carefully taken
into account for correct estimation of the device parameters.
To the best of our knowledge, this aspect has always been
neglected in previously reported data, and it should be dili-
gently evaluated in all the future studies.

Furthermore, the electronic behavior of rGO-TFTs is largely
dominated by its large OFF-state current that we should criti-
cally ask ourselves: “Is it correct to call this class of devices
transistors? Or, should we just treat them as variable resistors?”

We believe that this question will fuel a new batch of exper-
iments to achieve deeper knowledge on this class of devices.
Such a challenge aims to overcome the present limits of rGO
technology using alternative methods for GO deposition and
reduction and to examine original TFT architectures.
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